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AFTERSUN is not a DONUT!! – No monopoly to AFTERSUN,
even in Spain
Verena von Bomhard (BomhardIP) · Friday, July 13th, 2018

Spain is obtaining the questionable reputation for protecting terms that are completely descriptive
in other major languages as trademarks. MATRATZEN is one (in)famous example, DONUT is
another. However, the term AFTERSUN, commonly applied to skin care to be used after sun
bathing, has now been rescued from the trademark monopoly.

Laboratorios Genesse (now: AC Marca Personal Care, S.L.), had tried to prevent everyone else in
the skincare business from using or registering AFTERSUN (or variants thereof like after sun or
after-sun) on aftersun lotions in Spain or on EU level, based on their 1961 Spanish trademark
registration no. 390096. However, this attempt has now finally failed: L’Oréal S.A., assisted by
Salvador Ferrandis, obtained an appeal judgment (on 6 June 2018 – Audiencia Provincial de
Barcelona, Appeal no. 948/2017 -1) confirming the first instance finding that this Spanish
trademark has become generic.

L’Oréal, who was not the only cosmetics producer whose use and registration of AFTER SUN
found itself under attack from Laboratorios Genesse, decided to take the matter to court – to this
date the only way to cancel a Spanish national trademark. L’Oréal proved that AFTERSUN (or
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variants) had been in use in Spain by other producers of after sun care for at least 20 years, and that
Laboratorios Genesse had remained inactive all that time (up until its 2016 cease and desist letter
to L’Oréal). What is more, it had used ‘AFTERSUN’ descriptively, while distinguishing its own
product, shown in the image, by the trademark ECRAN.

Genericide of a trademark under trademark law in the EU (which is a harmonized concept based on
the EU Trademark Directive) involves that the trademark at issue has become ‘the common name’
of the product (which means something else than just having lost distinctiveness), and that this is
due to the activity or the inactivity of the trademark owner. These requirements are frequently
referred to as an ‘objective’ and a ‘subjective’ one, whereby ‘subjective’ here does not mean
‘subject to assessment’ but ‘subject to the individual of the trademark owner’.

It is not easy to show that these requirements are fulfilled. As regards the mark becoming the
common name, certainly isolated instances of generic use by consumers or competitors are not
enough and use by counterfeiters is more likely to prove trademark character than the opposite.
The understanding of the term as generic or ‘common’ must be more or less generalized, at least
among one relevant part of the public (see CJEU C-409/12, Backaldrin Österreich The Kornspitz
Company). In the ‘AFTERSUN’ case, the Court was satisfied that the evidence showed generic
character, relying, inter alia, on a detective’s report who had asked for “after sun” products in
numerous drug stores and was regularly offered a variety of soothing skin care products from
different brands.

As regards the activity or inactivity of the trademark owner, while some feeble attempts to object
to generic use may not be sufficient, a trademark owner cannot be expected to pursue each and
every such use by third parties, and less in times of the internet. That being said, using the mark in
a seemingly descriptive manner can certainly be held against the owner, and tolerating wide-spread
use by multiple competitors over an extended period of time would account for ‘inactivity’. Both
was held to be present in the AFTERSUN case. As a result, companies in the skin care sector are
free to use and register marks with AFTERSUN and variants thereof, also in Spain!

This closes the loop leading back to DONUT, also a trademark in Spain dating back to the early
‘60s: there are few companies as active in the protection of their trademarks as Panrico (bought by
Grupo Bimbo in 2016 and renamed Bakery Donuts Iberia) is defending its rights to DONUT
against anybody’s attempts to secure trademark rights to DONUT or variants (including
Doughnut!) in Spain or on EU level – although not always successfully: in March 2017, the CJEU
(C?655/15 P) ultimately confirmed the rejection of the attempt to invalidate the following
figurative EU mark based on DONUT:

_____________________________

To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Trademark Blog, please
subscribe here.
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Kluwer IP Law

The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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